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ABSTRACT

1

Increasing police accountability in the US has been an issue for
decades, but citizen-initiated reform efforts have been less than
effective at moving the needle on the issue. Our project aims to
provide citizens and community organizers with a better understanding of the legal landscape of police accountability in Allegheny
County, allowing them to more effectively advocate for reform. We
do so by creating an open collaborative network that works to
overcome the issues of data inaccessibility, data complexity, and the
fragmentation of data across different municipalities. We engaged
with community leaders, gathered contracts and other data on over
100 police departments in Allegheny County, and created a web
platform to make this previously inaccessible information available
to the public. In its creation, we also utilized visual representation to aid those engaging with the law to better understand and
collaborate without being inhibited by complicated legal concepts.

The George Floyd uprisings in Summer 2020 sparked what has been
referred to as a national reckoning on race and policing. Excessive
use of force—particularly in non-white communities—has been an
issue for decades in the United States [35, 39, 48]. Evidence from
contemporary and historical contexts suggests that an increase in
police accountability, from both internal and external pressure, can
lead to a decline in police misconduct [3, 7, 19]. However, citizeninitiated reform efforts are not always effective. As an example, in
the summer of 2020, a coalition of Pittsburgh-based racial justice
organizations issued a “list of demands” to then-mayor William
Peduto. At the time, the movement received massive public support,
pressuring the local government to be receptive. Unfortunately, due
to the legal contracts governing the Pittsburgh Bureau of Police
(PBP), many of these demands were either not within the power of
the Mayor’s Office or contestable in court by the Fraternal Order
of Police [28].
This project attempts to 1) understand the obstacles in informing
community-driven police reform of the legal landscape of policing,
and 2) build a platform to overcome these challenges, so that the
passion, energy, and resources devoted to these efforts can engender
lasting changes. Using the case of Allegheny County, we identified
four major obstacles: three regarding data and one pertaining to
organizational infrastructure. The data challenges comprise data inaccessibility, data complexity, and the fragmentation of data across
different municipalities; in the setting of police accountability, accessing contracts mandates formal requests, relating incidents to
legal provisions is arduous, and small geographical regions often involve multiple small police departments. To overcome these issues,
relevant information to reform efforts needs to be systematically
collected, efficiently summarized, and effectively presented in a
digestible fashion to the public. While community groups excel at
community engagement, a sustainable infrastructure is necessary
for data collection and platform development due to the incidentdriven nature of community organizing.
Our project aims to provide citizens and community organizers
a tool that allows them to better understand the legal landscape
of local policing and, thus, advocate more effectively for reform.
To continue centering the reform effort on the lived experiences
of those affected while introducing novel technical expertise, our
first step was to create an open collaboration network, the Grief to
Action network ("G2A"), where anyone interested can contribute
to the project regardless of their academic affiliation. Since some of
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our members have had direct experience with police violence, it was
a priority in G2A to engage with the work in a way that minimizes
the possibility of retraumatization [51]. Over a two year period,
more than 70 individuals came together to practice mindfulness
[10], engage with community leaders, gather data, and co-develop
a web platform that allows the public to interact with previously
inaccessible information. The platform1 features a contract search
tool, an interactive map of the county’s police departments, and a
novel keyword guide that provides a beginner-friendly entry-point
for citizens to engage with the legal language of contracts. Lastly,
we built an interactive flowchart of the police misconduct complaint
process in Pittsburgh to illustrate how general understanding of
contracts acquired from our platform can lead to educational tools
for the public. As this in an ongoing project, future plans include
pre/post user tests to measure how the platform improves understanding of police accountability, additional interactive flowcharts
to explain complex accountability procedures, and modularization
and container-based virtualization of our platform to allow community organizations to build and customize their own police contract
platforms.
Our primary goal is connecting research and practical knowledge
from multiple disciplines into a practical, tangible effort to support
citizen-initiated police reform efforts. Too often, activist energy is
wasted on reforms that do not withstand legal challenges or are not
effective within their specific locality. Fig. 1 summarizes how we
believe our platform can aid in the reform process by ensuring that
activists have the knowledge necessary to pass amendments that
are both legal and effective at changing the police accountability
process. Our work thus far includes:
• Creating and maintaining an ongoing Community Based
Participatory Research (CBPR) infrastructure that wove together the contributions of more than 70 individuals - one
third of which are unaffiliated with academia - into a data
science project.
• Collected over 100 contracts through Pennsylvania’s “right
to know" (RTK) process for each of the 130 municipalities
in Allegheny County, creating the first hyper-local police
contract library of its kind. The comprehensive coverage of
our contract library over contiguous geographical areas will
allow future researchers to understand the political economy
of local policing at a level not possible before.
• Extracted legal keywords pertaining to problematic legal
provisions as identified by national police reform nonprofit
Campaign Zero [50] and researchers. Presented the keywords as entry points into contract searches, connecting
local issues to the broader national conversation.
• Visualized contract search results in an interactive map complemented with contextual information most often requested
by community organizers, such as budget information and
size of police forces. This allows users to identify the spread
of certain contract language across municipalities and draw
insights about policy adoption [1] [29].
• Provided a demonstration of interactive flowcharts for specific police processes that can emerge from this project with
1 Available

on https://www.grieftoaction.org/
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an interactive guide to filing misconduct complaints in Pittsburgh.

2

RELATED WORK AND LITERATURE
REVIEW
2.1 Police Accountability and Police Unions
An informed public is a powerful public. Advocates, policymakers,
and members of the over-policed communities that they represent
are essential stakeholders in ending police abuse. Evidence suggests
that an increase in police accountability can lead to a decline in
police misconduct [3, 7] and that external pressure could be an
important source of increased accountability. Civilian protests for
Black Lives Matter have been successful in reducing short term
police violence [9],2 and electoral accountability was successful
at closing part of the racial gap in policing in the 1960s [17]. Experts, therefore, encourage the public to engage in the processes
of establishing legal frameworks to ensure that they do not impede accountability for law enforcement [32, 46], which requires
knowledge of existing police accountability processes [22].
Police unions play an important role in police accountability
through their ability to directly influence investigations [19, 44]
and bring legislative changes to the discipline process [26]. For
example, police union contracts mandate the destruction of disciplinary records, prevent anonymous complaints, and may limit
a municipality’s ability to interrogate officers which impedes the
municipality’s ability to collect and maintain information about
problematic officers [38, 44, 50].3 However, it is often necessary to
file a RTK request to obtain these documents and, once obtained,
relevant information has to be extracted from the legal corpus [41],
which is challenging as individuals need to know the specific rules
of each department they interact with.
These informational barriers constitute administrative burdens—an
ordeal mechanism that makes it so only those who are highly motivated will participate in a process [24]. The role of informational
complexity in ambiguous, tedious forms have been found to reduce
participation in government programs [8, 18], and randomized control trials of low-cost information intervention has shown that
reducing complexity increases participation [18, 20]. To reduce the
administrative burden that has to be borne by the public in order
to participate meaningfully in local police reform efforts, we aim
to create an interactive tool to understand police accountability at
the municipal level.

2.2

Interactive Design to Increase Legal
Transparency

Recent studies have established that locating, searching, and reviewing a large set of legal documents is challenging even for experts
[23]. Complex research tools have been created with document
structures or linguistic cues constructed by either domain experts
or automatic techniques [2, 12, 30, 34, 45], but this is beyond the
2 See

the Ferguson effect [36]
Information about problematic officers is very important to an efficient police accountability process, as a small number of police officers are responsible for a large
percentage of police misconduct [13, 21, 43]. Civilian complaints serve as an early
warning since complaints made against an officer are highly predictive of future
misconduct from that same officer [43].
3
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Figure 1: Our logic model: our interactive platform (highlighted as blue) helps the public navigate local police contracts and
regional hyperfragmentation, improving the chances of successful citizen-initiated police reform.
technical and financial capability of most grassroots organizations,
including ours. Simpler systems that calculate frequency of terms
across contracts [47], allow spatial comparisons of policies [27], and
highlight the common structure or keywords across documents in a
corpus [11, 47] are the pragmatic solution. Additionally beneficial is
research that focuses on visually representing a body of specialized
science by charting administrative justice paths of redress [41] or
representing legal knowledge [42] with process diagrams.4 These
process flows can be used to visualize policy adoption patterns
among political actors [1] and can help laypersons facilitate discussions and effectively engage in problem-solving legal matters
[33, 52]. In this paper, we will discuss how we developed a simple
platform that summarizes and compares police contracts in a region
and separately develop a flowchart for a specific legal process using
our understanding of contracts. Our ultimate future goal is to link
these two systems: the one that summarizes and compares contracts with the one that creates visual representations of processes
so that the citizens can move beyond comparing contract terms to
comparing entire legal processes across municipalities.

2.3

Web Platforms for Policing and Contract
Analysis

Efforts to gather and publish policing data have grown in the last
decade. Invisible Institute’s Citizens Police Data Project collected
and published information about police misconduct in Chicago
dating back to 1988, creating a dataset that has been a boon for
researchers [4–7, 13, 14, 25, 40, 43] . Mapping Police Violence, the
Washington Post’s Fatal Force project, and Fatal Encounters are
4 The

most common visualizations in this context are diagrammatic representations of
legislation including concept flow, UML workflow, flowchart, or relational model.

interactive databases that track fatal shootings by police officers
in the US. Most relevant to our work is Campaign Zero’s Check
the Police initiative [50], which analyzed police union contracts of
81 of the 100 largest cities in the USA and police bill of rights in
16 states. Though we focus on smaller municipalities, our analysis
adopts their categorization of six problematic contract provisions,
and we used their earlier contract annotation database for work
on automatic keyword identification.5 Public contract search tools
are deployed by different government agencies, such as the U.S.
Department of Labor [31] and the U.S. Department of Treasury
[49]. However, these are usually intended as databases for specialists rather than as interactive tools for citizens. Compared to these
nonprofit and government contract tools, ours is unique in the features that make it an interactive platform, including the capabilities
to search contracts for keywords, to geographically visualize the
spread of keywords, and to connect the occurrences of keywords
to the characteristics of the governing unit (e.g budget of police
department).

3 MOTIVATION AND DESIGN OF ACPP
3.1 Policing in Allegheny County
In Allegheny County, community activists have organized against
police misconduct for decades. Following the death of George Floyd
in Minneapolis, Minnesota in May 2020, concerned residents around
the county took part in solidarity protests. These protests also led
to renewed calls for police reform at the local level. For example,
two weeks after Floyd’s death, a coalition of Pittsburgh-area racial
justice organizations presented a list of demands for criminal justice
5 This

analysis was unsuccessful - we discuss this briefly in Section 4.3.
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reform to then-mayor William Peduto. However, stipulations in the
city’s police union contract precluded the possibility of enacting
many of these changes. For example, the coalition called for the
termination of Robert Swartzwelder, the president of the Fraternal
Order of Police (FOP), due to his reluctance to engage with police
reform, but doing so is disallowed by section F2.B. of the contract
which states that “There shall be no discrimination, restraint, or
coercion against any employee because of membership of the FOP.”
Though municipal police contracts are technically public documents, they are rarely publicly posted, and local governments may
be reluctant to share them with residents. Pennsylvania’s Right to
Know Law grants the public the ability to access these contracts by
filing a formal request, but this process can be incredibly confusing
to the uninitiated. Because these contracts can be so difficult to obtain and to understand, even seasoned organizers may be unaware
of these restrictions.
To make matters more complicated, Allegheny County is exceptionally politically fragmented, with the County’s 1.2 million
residents distributed amongst 130 different municipalities. 1/3 of
these municipalities cover less than one square mile. The city of
Pittsburgh at the County’s center is the most populous municipality
by far with 300,000 residents, and the Pittsburgh Bureau of Police
(PBP) is the County’s largest police force employing about 1,000
officers. In total, however, there are 108 governmental police departments in operation across the County, each of which operates
according to its own policies and procedures. An individual traveling across the county is likely to enter the jurisdiction of multiple
law enforcement agencies who have different codes of conduct,
levels of resources, and processes for filing a complaint.
The problems of hyper fragmented policing extend well beyond
Allegheny County. Antwon Rose’s death at the hands of the police
department of a small borough independent from the police department of the large city a few miles from it garnered comparisons to
the death of Michael Brown in 2014 in Ferguson, Missouri. A 2015
report addressing policing in Ferguson, produced in collaboration
with stakeholders across the region, identified the hyperfragmentation of St. Louis County’s policing into 58 different police departments, representing the 90 municipalities as a problem in need of
urgent redress. Similar issues of disunity in local policing have also
been raised in the cases of Philando Castille (St. Anthony police
department outside of St. Paul, MN), Sandra Bland (Waller County,
outside of Houston, TX), and others.
Below, we summarize the challenges in increasing police accountability within Allegheny County. We believe these challenges
are similar to efforts in other counties.
• C1: Police reform efforts are often incident-driven and, hence,
limited in temporal and geographic scope.
• C2: The inaccessibility of legal regulations and other local
policing data makes it difficult to gain the systematic understanding necessary for effective reform.
• C3: Hyper-fragmentation of local policing means that reform efforts have to be coordinated across many police jurisdictions to be at a geographical scale that is relevant to
individuals’ lives.
• C4: Individuals experiencing police misconduct are unable
to navigate the opaque channels for accountability (such as

..

the misconduct complaint process) without the assistance of
community organizations, thus straining the community’s
scarce resources.

3.2

Design

Many barriers exist before citizens can meaningfully participate in
police reform efforts. Our project takes the first step by tackling the
information barriers related to the rules and context of local policing.
This has been and will continue to be an ongoing project with
multiple iterative cycles of community feedback and redesign, with
an end goal of community ownership of the platform. Components
of our project design thus far are listed below as a response to
the challenges discussed in Section 3.1. This list also serves as the
roadmap through the rest of this paper.
• In relation to C1, we need to provide an organizational infrastructure that can support ongoing data collection and
technical work while retaining public engagement (Fig 2a
and 2e, details in Section 4.1)
• In relation to C2 and C3, our project needs to collect police
contracts and police department data (size of force, budget,
bargaining unit, police accountability process) creating a
centralized database of information crucial to understand
local policing (Fig. 2b, details in Section 4.2)
• In relation to C2, we need to analyze contracts (and other
procedures) to identify keywords that suggest legal provisions that may impede police accountability (Fig. 2c, details
in Section 4.3)
• In relation to C2-C4, we need to design and implement a webbased tool with modules that organizes disparate information
into a relational database and provides multiple entry points
for users’ sense-making of police contracts, a geospatial
overview of policing, and an interactive flowchart to aid
citizens in navigating the misconduct complaint process (Fig.
2, details in Section 5):

4

COMMUNITY ORIENTED PLANNING,
DESIGN, AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Community Engaged Design Process
Grief to Action (G2A) was started at the Center for Analytical Approaches to Social Innovation (CAASI) at University of Pittsburgh in
response to the police killing of George Perry Floyd Jr. in May 2020.
The event galvanized a grassroots effort to harness the University
of Pittsburgh’s technical and social science expertise towards community needs, moving G2A to a Community Based Participatory
Research (CBPR) approach that has integrated the contributions
of more than 70 diverse participants. Our CBPR approach has four
phases: 1) problem scoping and prototyping, 2) data collection and
prototype testing, 3) development and testing of the actual platform, and 4) deployment and dissemination.6 Foundational to the
development of all phases was consideration of retraumatization
([51]), which informed G2A’s incorporation of mindfulness [10]
and members’ social work training [37].
6 The

use of participatory methods across all stages of platform development is a
signature of G2A projects [16].
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System Design and
Implementation
Stakeholder evaluation
and deployment

Pilot study

❏ ~100 police union
❏ Lack of systematic
contracts across
understanding of legal
municipalities
provisions related to police
accountability

Problematic languages
❏ Annotation on problematic
phrases
❏ Keyword guide

Contract search tool
❏ Searching and browsing
❏ Guidance with problematic
categories and keywords
Interactive map

❏ Hyper-fragmentation of
local police department

❏ Metadata about the
status of local
policing

❏ Difficulty navigating the
misconduct complaint
process

❏ Misconduct
complaint process

❏ Interactive navigation via map
❏ Geographic overview of
problematic languages
Complaint process
❏ Analysis on detailed steps
and FAQ behind processes

Misconduct complaint tool
❏ Complaint process flowchart
❏ Frequently asked questions

Figure 2: The design of our study. (a) Our project was motivated by the informational barriers faced by the public when
advocating for more police accountability. This led us to plan a systematic development on (b) data collection, (c) data analysis, and (d) interactive data presentation and visualization. (e) The entire project was collaboratively designed with citizens,
community leaders, faculty, students and local/national activists.
Phase One of the project consisted of establishing an ongoing
inclusive weekly meeting with community leaders, people in public safety, faculty members, students, and local/national activists.
This network grew organically through word-of-mouth and has
met continuously since May 2020. Conversations at this phase created common knowledge about local contexts and challenges and
their connections with national issues (Section 3.1), as well as the
consensus on the end product: a platform to navigate the many
contracts and data that make up the hyperfragmented local policing
landscape. In Fall 2020, we recruited a computer science capstone
team to create the first prototype using Campaign Zero’s national
data to stand-in for the local data yet to be collected.
The objective of Phase Two was the collection of the local contracts and the evaluation of our first prototype. G2A organized a
campaign to collect contracts from all 130 municipalities, which
often involved filing Rights-to-Know requests (Section 4.2). For the
user study, we obtained IRB and conducted user studies composed
of a population affected by police violence. 7 Users were compensated ($35 for the one-hour study). Participants were read a scenario
constructed out of community members’ actual experiences and
asked to answer questions about the police before and after using the tool(e.g Can the passenger file a complaint as a witness?).
Feedback revealed the need for interactive maps, municipal police
information, and misconduct complaint guides.

7 For our first user study we were only able to recruit less than five participants, but we

deemed the trade-off worthwhile due to the specific needs of this underrepresented
population.

In Phase Three, we built a second prototype based on feedback
on the first prototype. To evaluate the updated version of our system, we ran an expert user study in Spring 2021 with community
leaders in this space and developed what became our current public
platform (details in Section 6.1).
Phase Four, which followed the deployment of the tool, was
dissemination within the community. The team invited community
members to the talks they gave within the university setting and
gave talks and demonstrations at venues where they could reach
relevant community members, such as at 1Hood Media Power Hour
and the Pittsburgh Racial Justice Summit. (details in Section ??).
From hereon, we continuously iterate between Phase 3 (user studies,
platform improvements) and Phase 4 (dissemination). For example, in Summer 2022, we conducted a 26-person user study with a
coalition of local community organizations active in police accountability, and Fall 2022, we will implement their requested changes.

4.2

Data Collection

4.2.1 Contract data collection. Our contract collection process was
initially complicated by our affiliation with a university that works
closely with many local governments in Allegheny County. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania allows the public to request information from the government through its Right-to-Know Law signed
into law in 2008.8 ; however, there was an impression that submitting formal RTK requests would be adversarial. Fortunately, this
issue was resolved through volunteering campaigns where members submitted the RTKs as individuals.
8 Office

of Open Record https://www.openrecords.pa.gov/RTKL/About.cfm
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We began by contacting each government agency and asking
if they would share their contracts with us. We submitted RTK
requests for the remaining agencies. Initially, we modeled requests
after language used by Campaign Zero, gathered via MuckRock in
2015.9 As we began to gather responses from municipalities, we
tailored RTK language to Allegheny County based on the responses
themselves. Only 2 of 108 departments failed to acknowledge our
requests.
4.2.2 Municipal & police dept data collection. To fully understand
the context and landscape in which these contracts exist, we gathered data on the municipalities they represent. This includes the
number of full/part time officers, municipal budgets, geographical
size of the area of governance, the size of that municipality’s city
council, which school district it interfaced, and other related statistics. This data collection process was laborious, involving locating
the individual websites of police departments and public records of
city council meetings in order to identify the relevant information.
4.2.3 Misconduct complaint steps data collection. Studies have shown
that lowering the administrative burden of filing complaints led
to better police accountability.10 We, therefore, identify the police
misconduct complaint process as a specific area of police accountability where we can take the next step in utilizing the information
in the police contract library to create a practical and beneficial
tool for citizens.
We first collected public information on the misconduct complaint process. For Pittsburgh residents, a brief internet search directs them to the websites of the Citizen Police Review Board and/or
the Office of Municipal Investigations (OMI)11 . The pages provide
forms to complete but do not describe the full process or even the
implications of each step in the process-such as who can see the
complainant’s submitted information or what omission will disqualify their complaint. We worked with our community partners
to create an FAQ (frequently asked questions) of the misconduct
complaint process out of these open questions.

4.3

Data Analysis

4.3.1 Basis of Contract Analysis. As legal documents, these CBAs
can at first seem impenetrable to the layperson. After our first
expert user study in Summer 2021 (Phase 3 in Section 4.1), we
realized that even community leaders in the area of police reform
needed help to come up with the legal keywords that correspond
to the areas they are interested in.
As a starting point, we built off the contract analysis performed
by national police accountability nonprofit Campaign Zero in their
“Check the Police" initiative. Under the Check the Police campaign,
Campaign Zero first gathered and then analyzed police CBAs for
81 of the United States’s 100 largest cities. They identified six types
of problematic contract categories: legal clauses that are frequently
9 Example:

https://www.muckrock.com/foi/pittsburgh-130/police-union-contractpittsburgh-bureau-of-police-18486/
10 Following the signing of the consent decree which made complaint filing procedure
more transparent, citizen complaints increased dramatically from 250 in 1996 to 450
in 1998. The rate of sustained complaints also went up, indicating a higher rate of
correctly filed complaints [15].
11 These organizations are responsible for coordinating the receipt, analysis, and investigation of citizen complaints of civil and/or criminal misconduct alleged against
employees of the City of Pittsburgh.
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found within CBAs and make it more difficult to hold police accountable. These categories are: disqualifying complaints due to
statute of limitation, delaying interrogation of police officers after
an incident, giving officers unfair access to information, requiring
the city to pay for misconduct, erasing misconduct records, and
limiting disciplinary consequences.
To identify these keywords, we first tried the statistical analysis
with a machine learning approach. We contacted Campaign Zero
and received their police CBA dataset, which consisted of 1,367
phrases from police union contracts from 81 different cities. These
phrases were annotated with one of the six problematic language
categories. Different types of classifiers using various techniques,
like Support Vector Machine, Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation, and Random Forest, were trained on the corpus with n-gram
features (n=1,2) (i.e., contiguous sequences of one or two words).
Word association revealed phrases that were exclusively used in
a specific category; however, we ran into problems when we attempted to use these phrases as a signal to detect problematic
categories in Allegheny County. For example, “disciplinary action”
was identified by the machine learning approach as the phrase
most frequently associated with disqualifying misconduct complaint. Yet, these phrase emerge in the Allegheny County mostly in
the contract of claiming benefits fraudulently (“Claiming benefits
under any conditions other than those permitted by this Agreement may be cause for disciplinary action”). The same was true for
other phrases, such as "officer involved" which brought benefits
related clauses in the local contract instead of clauses related to
delaying interrogation. The reason for this failure appears to be
the skewed distribution of the corpus towards contracts phrases
from certain states (CA, FL, and TX consisting of 72.5% of entire
instances) and certain categories. 60% instances belong to the 3
most popular categories (erasing records, delaying interrogation,
and giving unfair access to information), while the least popular
category, Disqualifies Complaints, is only represented by 2.7% of
the phrases in corpus.
For this reason, we pursue qualitative analysis as a first step
towards a larger and more systematic annotation project of our
local contracts that will allow us to re-employ machine learning
techniques. We study the specific phrases that Campaign Zero had
marked as problematic in an older version of the PBP’s CBA and
cross-referenced each of the problematic clauses with the most recent version of the Pittsburgh CBA. We began to compile recurrent
words and phrases into a list of potential "keywords" associated
with the various categories and manually tested their ability to
identify these problematic phrases in our full sample of nearly 100
local contracts. This method is time-consuming and not error-proof,
but it resulted in output that was highly relevant to the categories
and easily explainable to our community users.
4.3.2 Misconduct complaint steps data analysis. Our community
conversations, user studies, and reading of the CPRB and OMI
websites provided us with a list of open questions (FAQ) regarding
the process and implication of civilians’ misconduct complaints. We
organized these questions into five stages of the complaint process:
interaction, complaint, review, investigation, and result. With the
guidance of representatives from a number of local racial justice
and police accountability organizations, we then compiled answers
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to the FAQ by analyzing webpages from ACLU, the US Department
of Justice, the OMI and CPRB websites, and the Pittsburgh police
contracts.

tables in our database are described in details below, which also
can serve as the database schema of local policing data in general.

5 SYSTEMS
5.1 System Requirements

• Location: The Location table serves as the root for other
tables, and is referenced throughout both the contract search
tool and the interactive map. Location records exist for each
included municipality, and contain information related to
the region of the map, police budget, and number of officers.
• Contract: The Contract table contains records for each municipality with an available police contract. In theory, this
table has a one-to-one relationship with the Location table,
but in practice some municipalities do not have available
union contracts, or multiple municipalities are represented
by the same contract.
• Sentence: The Sentence table contains records for every
sentence of every contract. This information is used later
for searching in the contract tool, as well as future uses for
other natural language processing tasks. Sentence records
contain a text field, which includes a single sentence or line
from a contract.
• Search Query: The Search Query table is used for storage
of search queries conducted by users on the contract search
tool . This information is used to track commonly searched
queries, and in the future may help identify relevant keywords to highlight or suggest for other users’ searches.
• Question: The Question table is used for questions on the
Misconduct Complaint tool. It allows the team to modify the
text within the application’s administration panel in the web
browser.

Our community-engaged problem scoping and data collection process prepared us to design a web-based application for citizens to
access data on local policing. Given the challenges outlined earlier (C1-C4) Section 3.1), we designed the system to satisfy the
following requirements:
Requirement 1. Organize disparate information into a relational database. To address the challenge of incident-driven
information needs, the collected data had to be organized as a relational database. This allows the information to be organized by
geographical proximity for mapping legal categories to compare
across municipalities and to be organized by municipalities for
in-depth study of an individual police department.
Requirement 2. Provide entry points for better browsing
and understanding of police union contracts. The application
should allow users multiple ways to access the contracts: through
maps, a list of municipalities, or search results. Users should also
be allowed to search the entire contract directly, which means
providing a text version of scanned contracts that are not directly
searchable. In response to the challenges in navigating legal jargon
revealed in our user study, users should also be able to explore the
contracts through suggested search keywords.
Requirement 3. Provide a geospatial overview of police
unions. A map provides an intuitive way to understand hyperfragmentation of policing. Users should be able to see how spatial
regions of interest - such as paths travelled in one’s daily life - intersect with the jurisdictions of multiple police departments, exposing
them to differing rules in citizen-police interaction. The system
should, therefore, allow the map to be color-coded based on the
potential presence of problematic legal provisions.
Requirement 4. Provide an interactive flowchart to bring
transparency to the process of filing a complaint. As discussed
earlier, the opacity of the complaint process forces communities to
bear enormous transaction costs when attempting to keep police
accountable through the official process (ie. by filing misconduct
complaints). The system should, therefore, aid individuals through
this process by providing an intuitive visual representation of the
process and commonly asked questions.

5.2

Database Architecture

Our data collection process encompassed a variety of sources with
differing data formats, which are accessed for various purposes. We
therefore employ the use of a relational database to consolidate this
data and define relationships between the records. We use SQLite
as the default database management system provided by Django’s
object-relational mapping layer. This database serves as an general
map of how all pieces of local policing information relate to each
other in a structured manner, thus satisfying Requirement 1 and
providing the basis of a modular design of the platform. A list of
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5.3

Contract Search Tool

The contract search tool (Fig. 3A) allows users to search all contracts from all of the county’s municipalities with available police
contracts. The corpus includes 100 out of 106 available contracts for
Allegheny County. This tool is central to the purpose of application
as it allows users to obtain information related to the standards and
procedures of their local police departments.
When viewing the contract search page, the user is first shown
a description of the categories identified by Campaign Zero as
relevant to police misconduct violations. Within each category’s
description is a selection of keywords and a corresponding button,
which auto-fills the search engine with that specific keyword. Alternatively, the user may go directly to the search bar and input a
word or phrase to search the contracts for that input.
Search results of the contract tool include all contracts in which
the search phrase appears at least once. Each result includes the
name of the resulting municipality, as well as the sentences in which
it occurs. The result for each municipality may include up to three
sentences/sections of the contract’s full text in which the searched
phrase occurs. The user may then click on any of the resulting
municipalities, which redirects them to a detail view page for the
municipality where they may view and download the full text of
the contract in either raw text or PDF format (Requirement 2).
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A. Contract Search Tool
1

..

B. Interactive Police Department Map
1

C. Misconduct Complaint Tool
1

2
2

2

3

3

Map highlighted with Map highlighted with
keyword ‘unfounded’ keyword ‘false arrest’

Figure 3: System overview. Our system consists of three parts: (A) Contract search tool - 1) a search bar with representative
keywords: users can do a initial search activity with a list of carefully curated keywords by our team, 2) Keyword guide: a
guide describing six categories of problematic languages provides a detailed context of their meaning and relevant keywords.
(B) Interactive police department map - 1) Interactive map: users may explore the map when they find it easy to spatially locate
a region, 2) Region list: users can also find out a region by its name in this list. When selecting a region, a tooltip with metadata
about local policing in the municipality is displayed. 3) The map is also associated with a set of representative keywords. Once
selected, municipalities whose contracts contain the keyword are all highlighted. Two screenshots present how two keywords
are widely distributed over contracts. (C) Complaint process module - 1) A process diagram gives users a overview of 5 steps
comprising of complaint filing process in general. For each step being represented as a circle, once selected, 2) the details about
the step are described as a response of "what will happen in this stage", and 3) a list of frequently asked questions are also
presented.

5.4

Interactive Police Department Map

The Interactive police department map (Fig. 3B) enables users to
explore how police departments over the Pittsburgh area are geospatially distributed (Requirement 3), and closely examine a specific
department and contract. This module allows users to locate their
municipality using the map (colored by the six main regions of
Pittsburgh) or through a sidebar menu. After selecting a municipality, information about the police department (force size, budget,
and presence of keywords) is provided on the tooltip. A keyword
bar allows users to highlight regions whose police union contracts
include the selected keyword, which allows users to spatially gauge
the potential presence of a problematic provision.

5.5

Misconduct Complaint Tool

The Misconduct complaint tool (Fig. 3C) allows users to overview
the process of filing a complaint and acquire the information about
the rights and actions of citizens (Requirement 4). This module
is centered around the flow diagram consisting of five steps from
“Interaction" to “Result", which were derived as an analytic result
of the complaint process as described in 4.3.2. The circles, when
clicked, present an extended pane that depicts frequently asked

questions about the step. The diagram allows those who do not
have prior knowledge about the process to get an overview and
inform those beginning the filing process on what to expect.

6 FEEDBACK AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Stakeholder evaluation
In keeping with the principles of Community-Based Participatory
Research, we presented our work to community members and asked
for feedback throughout the process. We conducted three virtual
sessions throughout 2021-22 with 4-26 stakeholders per session to
evaluate the utility and usability of our tool. Through the help of our
community partners and their coalitions, we were able to recruit
a broad range of stakeholders, such as community organizers of
varying seniority, judicial candidates and law professionals, local
government officials, and university diversity and equity staff.
In each feedback session, participants were given a short introduction to the website and its functionalities then separated into
breakout rooms where they explored the website with two members of our research team serving as facilitator and recorder. The
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facilitator followed a script that encouraged participants to articulate the goal of their information search and share their screen as
they navigated the site.
We found that there was a general lack of familiarity with police
union contracts even amongst passionate advocates for police reform. This posed a barrier to engagement with our website across
all three sessions but highlighted the possibility that our website
can also serve as an educational tool. Users were at first unsure what
kinds of information were included in these contracts, but once they
were familiar with the form and purpose of a union contract, they
were able to articulate goals that could be answered by information
contained in the site (e.g hiring and firing policies). What became
obvious was how critical it was to have a keyword guide that linked
the everyday language around police accountability with the legal
terminology of the contract.

6.2

Future Work

As mentioned earlier, the G2A team is planning on more local
adoption activities, such as the creation of additional interactive
flowcharts to educate the public on accountability procedures that
have thus far been opaque and pre/post user tests to measure how
the platform improves understanding of police accountability in
Allegheny County. However, the team has also been contacted by
other counties that are interested in having their own police contract library platform, and, thus, we will conclude this by discussing
some of the ongoing technical work that we are doing to allow other
communities to deploy, customize, and own their own platforms.
Our members’ experiences with their own organizations imbued
our project with the knowledge of the challenges nonprofits have
in accessing technical expertise. For that reason, we are working
on modularizing and “containerizing” our tool, such that dependencies are removed and the platform can be installed with less
technical knowledge and components can be customizable through
a web-based administrator panel. We are also currently creating
configuration files and standardizing input procedures to simplify
county-specific data collection and uploading. We aim to achieve
three primary goals:
• Package the application: Our tool must be "packaged" in
a way that allows for easy deployment by other community
groups. Currently, setting up and running our application
is cumbersome. It requires technical knowledge that cannot
be expected of every community group that may wish to deploy a version of our application. One potential fix includes
utilizing Docker, an open platform that allows an application to be packaged in a virtual environment, to eliminate
issues related to dependencies and operating systems when
running applications.
• Standardize input procedures: Current information input
for the application is done using a variety of different files
and formats. Furthermore, redundant input files have the
potential to create conflicts and create discrepancies within
the site across its various tools. We are currently working
on creating a master input file that links all the data for the
platform in a standardized format. This allows community
organizations to separate the work on data collection and
platform deployment: as long as the master file is correctly
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completed, the platform can be deployed with the organization’s data. This eases the workload and adoption costs
of the community organizers and allows data collection to
proceed independently of platform deployment.
• Create testing suite: The implementation of a testing suite
ensures site integrity and consistent display of its features
and information. By allowing community groups to edit the
site’s information and data to fit the needs of their own
counties, we must provide a testing suite to ensure that data
is being inputted correctly and that the site is performing as
expected.

7

CONCLUSION

The lack of effective police reform in the face of highly visible
police misconduct has strained the relationship between police
departments and the communities they serve. We believe a crucial
component of effective reform movements is a public that is fully
informed about the current state of police procedures. We also
recognize that different communities have different needs from
their local government. As a result, we approached the problem
of police accountability with a focus on community engagement
and providing transparency to the rules that govern local police
departments so that community members and organizations are
not excluded from the process.
We began by holding weekly, ongoing community meetings to
establish where our efforts should be focused to achieve this goal.
Once that was determined, we started collecting over 100 police
union contracts in Allegheny County, containing valuable information on the rules and procedures governing police departments.
We then designed a web platform where these contracts can be
accessed through a search tool and an interactive map, focusing on
effective interactive design to help guide users through these legal
documents. Through our analysis of these contracts, we created a
novel keyword guide that builds upon work by legal scholars and
Campaign Zero. We used the information from the PBP contract to
create a misconduct complaint tool that uses an interactive interface
to guide individuals through the complaint process, accompanied
by a frequently asked questions page collected from our community
partners.
While relationships between research institutions and the communities they research are often fraught, working with our local
partners has consistently provided us with focus and motivation.
It was essential to us that we build tools that would be valuable
to the community, and our continued collaboration has created an
iterative design process that ensures our work is accomplishing
this goal.
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